CHAPTER   XV
HOW   PRIMARY   CHILDREN   LEARN-
Children learn and are happy when they are engaging In
creative activity appropriate to their ability and particular
temperament. Once assured that the work and play are
suited to a child's ability and maturity, the parent or teacher
may leave him alone except when lie is at a point to profit
by specific instruction or encouragement. Both parents and
teachers should plan with the children periods when they
are to do certain tasks of gradually increasing difficulty, and
periods of leisure time which will not be encroached upon
by the demands of adults, except in an emergency.
The same policy advocated for the preschool period should
be continued: to provide suitable work and play materials
and companionship, to allow the children to go ahead on
their own initiative, so far as possible, not to interfere un-
necessarily with them, to treat them with the same respect
with which one would treat an.adult and to expect them, in
turn, to listen courteously and sympathetically to others as
cultured people do. School should be a place where children
do things that count for something; not a place where they
merely follow every whim, or conform to imposed require-
ments which they had no. share in making.
It is encouraging that children placed under such a school
program can achieve as much measurable information as do
children working under a more formal program in which
attention is focused directly upon the kind of achievement
measured by • standardized tests. In addition, the activity
group may be.expected to profit by the social and emotional
advantages of.their program—outcomes which at present
cannot be measured.
In this chapter attention will, be "given to. practical sug-.
gestions for acquiring the'various abilities described on pre-
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